SECRET 2417227

PRIORITY DIR CITE XEXI 6649

RYBAT LITEMPO

SECRET 462835

1. FOLLOWING IS FROM LITEMPO 1 TO COS

   A. L1 CONVINCED LITEMPO 2 WILL BE PRI CANDIDATE
     (TANTAMOUNT TO ELECTION) FOR 1964-1970 TERM. ANNOUNCEMENT
     WILL BE MADE 5 NOVEMBER AND CONFIRMED BY PRI AT ITS
     CONVENTION BETWEEN 15 AND 20 NOVEMBER.

   B. L1 WILL BE IN CHARGE OF L2 PERSONAL SECURITY
     DURING CAMPAIGN.

   C. L1 REQUESTS IMMEDIATE HELP IN EQUIPPING CENTRAL
     AND FOUR CARS IN CAR-RADIO NETWORK. REQUESTS EQUIPMENT ON LOAN.

   2. COS REQUESTS IMMEDIATE PREPARATION OF THIS EQUIPMENT
     AND THAT IT BE READY FOR RELEASE IMMEDIATELY IF L2 IS NAMED.
     COS AND SEGREDU WILL HELP SET UP CENTRAL, WILL KNOW ALL
     DETAILS OF PERSONAL.

   3. BELIEVE VALUE TO HUBAUX AND ODYSSE OBVIOUS IN ABOVE.